ACCORD LIGHTING Contemporary offering of decorative pendant, BUBBLYNET The future of smart building. The BubblyNet wireless
surface mount, wall scone and table lamp products ideal for com- platform is a multilayered architecture that utilizes the Bluetooth
mercial, hospitality and residential environments.
Mesh standard in developing and promoting an ever-expanding
eco-system of third party devices.
AIREY-THOMPSON Quality LED under cabinet, cove, aisle, task,
dressing room and custom engineered luminaries made in Ameri- CALI Cove, accent, wall wash, aisle, display, step, outdoor,
ca.
string, tree, and under-cabinet lighting. Uses LED, fluorescent,
xenon, and halogen sources. Low voltage and line voltage sysA-LINE LIGHTING Specification-grade recessed lighting, track
tems.
lighting, and cylinders available in traditional and LED sources.
CAROLINA HIGH MAST High mast lighting and high mast lowering
AMERLUX INTERIOR Low wattage and miniature accent lighting
systems for lighting and CCTV applications.
for public and retail spaces. Pendant and low voltage recessed
lighting also available.
CASEY ARCHITECTURAL LIGHTING Architectural and custom
lighting products created by US Craftsmen who have over 25
AMERLUX EXTERIOR Decorative site lighting for residential and
years of experience in the industry.
light commercial.
CAST LIGHTING Sand cast bronze landscape fixtures for pathway,
APOGEE ARCHITECTURAL LIGHTING Manufacturer of specificadirectional and burial lighting. System approach includes power
tion grade transit luminaires including vandal resistant and securicomponents, specially prepared wire and hands-on training and
ty fixtures, as well as extruded wireways.
supervision.
APOGEE TRANSLITE Manufacturer of specification grade transit
CRENSHAW Custom fabrication, restoration and replication.
luminaires including vandal resistant and security fixtures, as well
Custom architectural lighting design. Standard line of church
as extruded wireways.
lighting.
ARDRON MACKIE LED Showcase and display; asymmetric distriDAINTREE NETWORKS Manufacturer and integrator of wireless
bution luminaires for a variety of sources.
Enterprise Internet of Things™ solutions for space optimization,
ATLANTIC LIGHTING Architectural & commercial grade recessed lighting, and HVAC control.
fixtures, cylinders, low/highbays in LED and other lamp sources.
DURAGUARD Specializes in crafting an assortment of commercial
Fast, flexible and reliable.
and industrial lighting and electrical products., offering energy
efficient solutions in LED and traditional light sources.
BEACHSIDE LIGHTING Copper and brass landscape lighting.
ELIO LIGHTING Illuminated mirrors, safety lighting for healthcare
B.E.G. CONTROLS Human Centric Lighting control with architectural appeal. Combination photocell & occupancy sensing devices and senior living, shelf and refrigeration display lighting, as well
in a range of form factors, including flush-mount ceiling sensors. as linear and flexible LED strips.
BESA LIGHTING For 25 years, Besa Lighting has been creating
contemporary decorative interior and exterior luminaires that
features fine handcrafted glass in astounding variety.

ENGINEERED LIGHTING PRODUCTS (ELP) High performance
floor, wall and ceiling wash; video conference room lighting; architectural light niches.

BEST LIGHTS HID indirect lighting for indoor sports, commercial,
retail, warehouse and manufacturing.

EVERBRITE LED downlighting, RGB cove lighting, and graphic panels for MRI rooms and healthcare projects.

BOCK LIGHTING Decorative European Glass, RLM’s, bollards &
exterior, floodlights and highbay/lowbays.

EVO-LITE Innovative indoor and outdoor LED back lighting solutions for commercial architectural, display features, signage.

BODINE Fluorescent emergency ballast; HID arc maintenance
devices. Complementary products for generator backup in buildings, hospitals, high security areas.

GENERAL ELECTRIC HID and LED luminaires for industrial, hazardous location, floodlighting, sports, area and roadway. Interior
architectural LED luminaires.
GOLDENEYE INC. Invisible, fixture free ceramic lighting.
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GREENSHINE NEW ENERGY Solar powered lighting systems for a
wide range of lighting applications.

MODA LIGHT Innovators and manufacturers of LED lighting
products.

H.E. WILLIAMS Architectural, linear, and special application fluorescent
luminaires. Specification grade downlights and cylinders in fluorescent
and HID. LED downlights and troffers.

MYERS POWER PRODUCTS A complete range of AC central system inverters for emergency Lighting.
NEDAP LUXON Smart lighting solution offering a full spectrum of

HUNT DIMMING Quality manufacturer of architectural dimming systems
lighting products including intelligent luminaires and wireless
since 1960 for incandescent, fluorescent, and LED fixtures. They stock
lighting control gear.
more than 200 specialty and hard-to-find wallbox dimmers that ship
same-day.
NERI Ornamental exterior lighting, poles and street scape furINDESSA Architectural sconces, ADA compliant, for indoor and wet
locations.

J&J ELECTRONICS J&J Electronics Inc. offers performance rich,
energy efficient lighting solutions in white and color changing
LED. All products are designed, engineered and assembled in the
USA.
LEGION Architectural, industrial and hospital fluorescent and
under-cabinet task lighting.
LEHIGH Architectural and theatrical dimming systems.
LEVITON Manufactures a comprehensive range of architectural
dimmers, relay panels, sensors, and intelligent lighting control
systems for residential, commercial and industrial buildings.
LIGHTALARMS Exits, emergency units and inverters.
LIGHTING AND LOWERING Fixture and camera lowering equipment for indoor and outdoor use; commercial, industrial & residential applications.

nishings.
NEW STAR Maximum security, heath care, and vandal resistant
lighting. Teleconference and custom fixtures.
NEWMARK Concrete lighting poles.
NORTH STAR LIGHTING HID luminaires for industrial, floodlighting, security, area, roadway, marine & hazardous. LED for
architectural flood lighting.
PEACHTREE LIGHTING Manufacturer of architectural grade downlighting, cylinders, and decorative products with recent product
designs focused on the use of high efficiency LED components.
POINT LIGHTING Obstruction Lighting, Heliport Lighting, Wind
Cones.
PRECISION ARCHITECTRUAL LIGHTING (PAL) Extruded aluminum
linear fixtures in a variety of profiles for pendant, ceiling, surface
and wall mounting.

RIG-A-LITE/AZZ Lighting for demanding environments: heavy inLIGHTSMITH Custom contemporary architectural and traditional dustrial, food processing, marine, hazardous location.
devotional lighting, including pendants, sconces, chandeliers and
ROBERTS STEP LIGHTING Fixtures for interior and exterior steps,
custom refurbishment.
handrails and cove molding for commercial and residential applications.
LIGHTWAY Decorative wall, ceiling and area fixtures for commercial and residential projects.
SOLERA Architectural and specialty lighting.
LITELINE LIGHTING Manufacturer of complete lines of residential
SPRING CITY Ornamental cast iron site lighting.
and light commercial lighting fixtures, HID security lighting,
Lamps, Aluminum outdoor boxes, Wiring Devices.
STARLITE LED A forward thinking subsidiary of Cofan-USA, Starlite
LED is poised with an impressive roster of engineers and extenLOUVERS INT’L Indoor and outdoor LED fixtures and retrofits.
sive corporate experience in the thermal industry. They design
Fluorescent vaportights, highbays, and retrofits. Replacement
and provide affordable and cutting edge technology to the LED
lenses, louvers and diffuser lighting products .
high-power lighting market..
LUMINEXT Luminext focuses on creating high quality, high perforSTARTEK LIGHTING Linear LED lighting for retail, commercial &
mance, and energy efficient spec grade solutions with the ability
data center applications.
to create and modify fixtures to create precisely the desired
effect.
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SUN VALLEY LIGHTING Durability coupled with unmatched decorative product choices, means the Sun Valley product you select
will be performing perfectly for decades to come.
TEHOMET Tehomet manufactures decorative wood poles that are
PEFC Certified leading to a sustainable, strong and lasting design
for any project.
UTILITY STRUCTURES Decorative concrete poles.
US ARCHITECTURAL LIGHTING Site and area lighting that is comprised of sleek, sophisticated lines, to present a design option for
contemporary cityscapes. Precisely sculpted housing shapes with
tool-less access available in traditional sources and LED.
VALMONT Poles for sports, floodlighting, area lighting and roadway.
VEGA LIGHT CONTROL SYSTEMS Outdoor LED retrofit products
featuring integrated controls.
VISIONAIRE LIGHTING Leading manufacturer of highperformance, specification-grade LED & HID outdoor lighting fixtures.
WESPORT LIGHTING Custom and contemporary lighting fixtures.
WF HARRIS Rustproof non-corrosive polycarbonate architectural
and commercial lighting fixtures.
WHATLEY Architectural grade composite poles.
ZANIBONI LIGHTING Manufacturer of specification grade downlights, pendants, sconces, track heads & in-grade products. Specializing in 316L Stainless Steel finishes ideal for challenging environments.
ZOOM LIGHTING Linear manufacturer of suspended, recessed,
perimeter, cove and other fixture types.
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